GIT SCAN
PROFESSIONAL SCANNER FOR CARS AND TRUCKS
(Includes: Cars & trucks use 24V and 12V battery)
 IMAGE

 APPLICATION RANGES
1. TRUCKS 24V and 12V Battery
- Truck and Bus South of the Korea
9 Hyundai small trucks
9 Hyundai average trucks
9 Hyundai heavy trucks
9 Hyundai Tractor
9 Hyundai small bus
9 Hyundai average bus
9 Hyundai large bus
9 KIA small trucks
9 KIA average trucks
9 KIA large trucks
9 KIA small bus
9 Hyundai construction Machines
 OVERVIEW
9 KIA construction Machines
- GIT SCAN designed as a portable computer
by using Windows CE operating system with
- Trucks and passenger bus of the Japan
touch screen. This is a diagnostic tool integrates
9 Mitsubishi / Fuso trucks and bus
many professional functions, high quality with
9 Hino Truck and bus
technology in the Japan. It is allows accurate
9 Isuzu Truck and bus
diagnose, stable, comprehensive, easy for user,
9 Transportation Mitsubishi Hino
support for English standards and some others.
9 Hino construction Machines
- Appliances determine fault for all cars in the
9 Isuzu construction Machines
world and all trucks, mini bus, medium bus, large 2. PASSENGER CARS:
bus and build vehicles with both 24V and
- KOREA: Hyundai, Kia, Daewoo, Cheverolet,
12V battery in Korea and Japan
Ssangyong
- Support all standard OBD1, MOBD, EOBD,
- JAPAN: Toyota/Lexus, Nissan/Infinity,
JOBD and OBD2 in the world and trucks
Honda/Acura, Mitsubishi, Suzuki, Daihatsu,
protocols.
Subaru
- GIT SCAN has voted is best in professional
- EUROPE & AMERICAN CARS:
scanner in the market at this time.
BMW, AUDI, MERCEDES, VOLKSWAGEN,
MINI, PERODUA, FOR, GM…

FUNCTION
1. The main functions
 Read / erase error fault
 Reset ECU
 Reset oil pressure warning light
 Reset fuel pump
 Display current parameters and live data
 Active test the actuators (components and the
control block)
 Show ECU information

 PACKAGE
-

01 GIT SCAN main machine with the
connector’s accessories integrated in suitcase
- 01 DTD Code software with licensed to a PC
(it is professional software lookup most data of trouble
code for all of cars and trucks in the world)
- 01 The package of software to lookup most data
and wiring electrical diagram of vehicles in the
world
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Programming / erase key code
Adjustment of sensors (steering angle sensor,
acceleration sensor horizontally, steering angle
sensor deviation etc ...)
 Check gear solenoids
 Adjust the ignition advance timing
 Warning low battery of key
 Display information when has collision (at the
front, side, driver side, passenger side)
 Anti-theft warning
 The equipment system work:
 Engine control system (PCM)
 Chassis system (Chassis)
 Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS)
 Traction control system (TCS)
 Electronic gear control system (AT / EG)
 Body system (Body)
+ Door lock system
+ Lighting Systems
+ Wiper & washer system
+ Window and convertible system
+ Air Conditioner control system
+ Lock remote control system of door
+ Mirror observing system
+ Electric seat control system
 Airbag system (SRS)
 Instrument panel system (IP)
 Security key System (Immobilizer)
 4-wheel drive system (4WD)
 Cruise control system (ACC)
 Electronic power steering System (EPS)
 More some others that depending on the
support from ECU of vehicle manufacturers
 The Hybrid engine control system (Hybrid)
 Electronic damping system (ECS)
 Radio System (RADIO)
 Back support system and parking
 Electronic Stability System (ESP)
 Sound System (TONE)
 Other electronic control system

(included of 03 software are Autodata, Alldata,
Mitchell on demand lasted version)
- 01 User guide
 TECHNICAL SERVICE
- Support update data online via TeamViewer
- Support technical in the repairing online 24/24
- Support information free
- Warranty 12 month for techniques faults of
product

2. Special functions
- System Auto Search: Users do not need to select the
test system. The device automatically search and
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detect the electronic control system on the vehicle,
automatically identify errors and suggest repairs
- Read/ write and edit QR codes for diesel injectors
- Read / write data nozzles, nozzle adjustment, reset
nozzle
- Reset and active ECU software, high pressure Pump
of Diesel engine
3. Other Features
- Display data as text, graph
- Save and display the data to determine the current
breakdown of the sensor and related components.
- Support information and suggestions to repair defects
in English
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